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Results for Academic Year 22-23

Northumberland

KPI %

Attainment 10

Progression 72

Retention 82

Attendance 81

Subject Attainment %

Sport 9

English 10

Maths 34

Supplementary Information

> 1 BTEC qualification

● 1 Award

> 3 Functional Skills qualifications

Above National average for Maths
(Pearson overall Functional Skills L1 pass rate 21/22)
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Case Studies

Attainment
A year 10 learner, Riley, came to us from the local authority with poor attendance
and low academic performance. He settled quickly in at Educ8, engaging and
completing work to a good level in his functional skills. Riley has achieved his level 1
in maths and English. Riley is now working towards his Level 2 Functional Skills and
doing three days per week rather than two to help him achieve this.

Attendance
Charlie started with us having a school attendance of 65%. He engaged with our L1
Mechanics programme largely due to the rapport created by the tutors. Charlie
attendance was 100 % for the whole year and he achieved a L1 Award.

Progression
Liam attended with us 3 days per week despite rarely attending school. He was
motivated by mechanics and worked toward a Btec Mechanics qualification with our
support. He managed to achieve an award and has since progressed to Ashington
College to do a mechanics course.

Retention
Ryleigh joined us at the end of year 8 and struggled with his engagement and
communication skills. He was a serial non attender of with other providers. We
provided an environment where he felt comfortable and lessons which he found
engaging. He enjoyed working in small groups. He was given responsibility for the
gym area of our school. Ryleigh recently achieved Functional Skills L1 English and
has recorded several weeks of 100% attendance.
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KPI Definitions

Attainment:

Retention:

Progression:

Attendance:
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*Positive Withdrawals:
Any instances of withdrawal that are deemed positive such as ‘Back into school’, EET etc.

*Positive Attendance
Punctual, Late, or Authorised


